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Streets for All

Streets are the foreground of our buildings and the backdrop to everyday lives.Yet
England's stmets are increasingly cluttered with a proliferation oftrafic signs, bins,
bollds,guard rails and street furnitumThis resub in st
capes that are both
unsightly and lack character; Co-ordinated action is needed to reverse this decline,

c katures keeps the streets individuality
sense of place. It can c
ligned,well ordered and well
an expession of a con#&
and caring mmmunity Chaotic and cluttered streets
community in decline
in quality solutims duces
makes cleaning easier:

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Tmfk calming measures should be fitted senshdy into
the street-xcenea s h & they wen?part ofthe txigid
design of the -a
0

Adopt a minirdist

.ptysiime;tSwe
should involve minimal visual i r r t e M e wi%hthe
established stmetseerie
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Use a townscape analysis to identify the visual, spatial
and historical qualities that make the area special
Observe local detail in surfaces and street furniture
Limit formal design to formal spaces: informal
or vernacular spaces should follow their
fbndional tradition
Provide for regular management and maintenance

STREET MANAGEMENT
No single authority or agency has control over or
responsibility for the presentation and management
of the street.The impact of roads and traffic on
the historic environment can only be minimised if
highways and planning authorities are co-ordinated.
A managerial approach involving engineers and urban
designers is necessary,
Include clear policies for paving, street krrniture
and the public realm in development plans and
conservation area statements. Local policy and
guidance should be based on a detailed understanding
of how streets have developed in the past
,
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Street audits,carried out jointly by highways and u&an
desigdconservation&afT will identify surviving historical
materials and details.

Investing in quality will provide enduring value for
money. If resourres are limited, doing k s s to a high
standard is better than compromising. However; all
i m e n t must be protected with adequate provision
for maintenance.

Improve kve4s of urban design awwness amongst
highways staff t o ensure mutine practice decisions are
well informed by principles of best practice.

HIGH STREET, SHREWSBURY

CROSSLEY STREET, HALIFAX

The aims were to reduce the dominance of traffic,
to improve pedestrian accessibility and to minimise
the amount of signs and road-marking required.

A range of traffic management techniques was used to
reduce the conflict of trafic speed and volume with
pedestrian flows across the street.

The singledirection carriageway was narrowed to a
minimum of 3.5 metres by widening the pavements.
it was surfaced with black basalt setts to act as a
continuous ‘rumble strip’.The footways were surfaced
with Yorkstone flags.These materials echoed those
traditionally used in the historic town.

The town centre was divided into five zones with no
access between them except for buses, taxis, delivery
vehicles and cyc1es.This ‘zone and loop’ system has
reduced trafic volume by 28%.The central Market
Quarter is protected as a Pederian Zone during the
day by rising bollards controlled through the town
centre GCTV networkThese have successfully
prevented the abuse of the restricted entry signs
that was previously common.

The most innovative feature was the provision of
pedestrian ’courtesy’crossings at frequent intervals
indicated by bands of smooth Yorkstone setts acmss the
StreetThey were also marked by stout oak posts at the
Icert, edge.Their informality meant that no white lines or
zig-zags were necessary and their fkquency is a strong
deterrent to traffic speed.
le street was made a Restricted Zone so
not needed either: Howevel;
itive indication of

Local Yorktme paving was used to widen footways
and sandstone setts provide level crossing Yablef.The
the use of
resulting reduction in traffic s
less obtrusive araffic
mounted on tubutar haops just
1.1 metres high.
ial dispensation, these haw
ectkity finish 90 that they
been ttwted with
do not have to carry their own illumination.

to the oak
bdlarrjs were specially authorisedTheseallocate

the we uf pzuksng bays for buses, deliveries and blue
kxtdgge holders.
further restraint it has
in traffic volume and a
reduction in speed. tt show that it is pdssiMe to
imprave sakty ?hmghphysical enhancement rather
thanTtdic RegulgtEon Orders.
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ENGLISH HERITAGE

finished stow paving and, while they are e x p m h ,they
m i d the need for special cutting and wastage associated
with moulded stabr

